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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to inlet box mount-
ing structures for an outer panel of a car.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Japanese Laid-Out Patent Publication No.
2005-125949 discloses a mounting structure for an inlet
box of a car. As shown in FIG 16, the user first inserts
the cylindrical portion 113 of the inlet box 110 into a hole
103 provided in a recess of an outer panel 101 of the car.
A flange 114 provided around the opening of the inlet
box 110 is then overlapped on the edge 102 around the
hole 103 from the outside. Next, the flange 114 of the
inlet box 110 is screwed to the edge 102 of the hole 103
from the outside of the outer panel 101. In this way the
inlet box 110 is completely installed onto the outer panel
101. A lid (not shown) capable of closing the recess in
the outer panel 101 is connected to the outer panel 101
through a hinge mechanism (not shown).
KR 2008/0043028 discloses an inlet box mounting struc-
ture from which the characterizing portion of claim 1 may
be derived.
JP 558/139328U discloses such an inlet box mounting
structure affixed from the inside.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Problem to be Solved by Invention

[0003] The flange 114 on the inlet box 110 is screwed
to the edge 102 of the hole 103 of the outer panel 101.
Thus the inlet box 110 is easy to detach when the lid is
opened and makes the inlet box 110 easy to steal. A theft
preventative structure is desired. In addition, the head of
the screw is visible when the lid is opened, so an improved
appearance is also desired.
[0004] There is another possible way in which the
flange 114 of the inlet box 110 is mounted onto the edge
102 of the hole 103 of the outer panel 101 from the inside.
The inlet box 110, in general, is mounted on the side of
the outer panel 101. For this reason, if a force should be
applied to the inlet box 110 so as to push it outwardly at
the time of screwing, the inlet box 110 could possibly fall
from the outer panel 101 or shifted from the screwing
position. It is thus desired to improve mounting the inlet
box 110 from the inside onto the outer panel 101 with
screws.

Means of Solving Problem

[0005] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided an inlet box mounting structure of
a car, comprising an outer panel of a car having a hole;
an inlet box inserted into the hole; a flange provided

around the opening of the inlet box, wherein the flange
is set onto an edge of the hole from the outside; and an
engaging claw provided on an outer peripheral surface
of the inlet box, wherein the engaging claw engages the
edge of the hole of the outer panel from the inside when
the flange is set on the edge of the hole, and wherein the
engaging claw is capable of disengaging from the edge
of the hole by a disengagement operation of the outer
panel, characterized in that said inlet box mounting struc-
ture further comprises a positioning hole provided on the
edge of the hole of the outer panel, a positioning pin pro-
vided in the flange of the inlet box, wherein the positioning
pin is curved along the insertion path of the inlet box into
the hole in the outer panel, for insertion of the positioning
pin into the positioning hole; and wherein the flange is
screwed to the edge of the hole of the outer panel from
the inside.
[0006] This may prevent the inlet box from falling or
slipping out of place on the outer panel if a force is applied
to press the inlet box outwardly when mounting the inlet
box onto the outer panel. This may improve feasibility in
mounting the inlet box with screws onto the outer panel.
The improved feasibility may lead, for example, to an
easier exchange of inlet boxes.
[0007] In addition, the engaging claw of the inlet box
is configured to disengage from the edge of the hole by
a disengagement operation inside the outer panel.
Therefore, the engaging claw does not prevent removal
of the inlet box when exchanging inlet boxes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG 1 is a perspective view of a car having an inlet
box mounting structure according to one embodi-
ment.
FIG 2 is a perspective view of the assembly accord-
ing to the embodiment as viewed from the front.
FIG 3 is a perspective view of the outer panel as-
sembly as viewed from the inside of the car.
FIG 4 is a perspective view of the back side of the
inlet box as seen from the front above.
FIG 5 is a perspective view of the back side of the
inlet box as viewed looking up at it from a rear posi-
tion.
FIG 6 is an enlarged view of a part of FIG 4 indicated
in the circle VI.
FIG. 7 is an enlarged view of a part of FIG 5 indicated
in the circle VII.
FIG 8 is a horizontal cross-sectional view of the as-
sembly and the mounting structure of the inlet box.
FIG. 9 is an enlarged view of a part of FIG 8 indicated
in the circle IX.
FIG. 10 is a horizontal cross-sectional view of the
hinge mechanism connecting the inlet box and the
lid.
FIG 11 is a perspective view of the hinge pin of the
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hinge mechanism and the hinge hole in the lid.
FIG 12 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the
detent mechanism indicated in the circle XII in FIG
10.
FIG. 13 is a side view of the assembly in the first
stage to be set in the outer panel.
FIG 14 is a side view of the assembly in the second
stage to be set in the outer panel.
FIG 15 is a side view of the assembly in the third
stage to be set in the outer panel.
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of a conventional inlet
box mounting structure of a car.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT INVENTION

[0009] Described below is an inlet box mounting struc-
ture of a car according to one embodiment of the present
invention with reference to FIGS. 1 to 13. As shown in
FIG 8, cars equipped with a rechargeable battery (such
as electric vehicles (EV), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEV), etc.) have a charging connector 50 to which a
connector of the power supply is connected when charg-
ing the battery. The charging connector 50 may be
housed in an inlet box 20 made of resin. The inlet box 20
is assembled to be a part of the inlet box assembly 10
(hereinafter simply referred to "assembly") made of resin.
As shown in FIGS. 2 and 8, the assembly 10 is provided
with a lid 30 made of resin capable of opening and closing
the opening 22 of the inlet box 20, and a hinge mechanism
40 rotatably connecting the lid 30 to the inlet box 20. In
the following description, front and rear, right and left,
and up and down are intended to respectively refer to
the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions of the car.
[0010] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, the inlet box 20 is
mounted to a certain position on the side surface of the
car outer panel 2. In the present embodiment, the inlet
box 20 is mounted onto the outer panel on the right side
of the car. Therefore, the left of the inlet box 20 is asso-
ciated with the inside (front side) of the passenger com-
partment; and the right with the outside (back side).
[0011] As shown in FIGS. 4, 5 and 8, the inlet box 20
has a box body 21 housing the charging connector 50
(see FIG 8) and a bulged portion 23 projecting laterally
from the box body 21. The box body 21 is formed in a
generally cup-shape, which has an opening 22 (see FIG
8) and a bottom 21b. The bulged portion 23 is a generally
angular bag-shape that is open toward the box body 21.
[0012] A circular flange 21 f is formed around the open-
ing 22 of the box body 21 (see FIGS. 4 and 5). Along the
rim of the flange 21f is fixed a seal 21e made of rubber.
The bottom 21b of the box body 21 has a bottom opening
21h through which a cable (not shown) is routed. This
cable is connected to the charging connector 50.
[0013] On the back surface of the flange 21f, as shown
in FIGS. 3 to 5, bolts 215 are fixed for mounting inlet box
20 onto the outer panel 2 of the car. The bolts 215 project
generally perpendicular to the back surface of the flange
21f. As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the bolts 215 are ar-

ranged on the flange 21f at intervals of about 90° in the
circumferential direction, and two of them are provided
for each of the upper and lower portions of the box body
21.
[0014] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, the outer panel 2
has a circular recess 2k configured to accommodate the
lid 30. The bottom of the recess 2k has a generally cross-
shaped hole 2j in which the inlet box 20 is to be fitted. As
shown in FIG. 3, the edge 2f around the hole 2j of the
bottom of the recess 2k has bolt holes 2b through which
the respective four bolts 215 on the flange 21 f are to be
inserted. The four bolts 215 are inserted in the bolt holes
2b and nuts N are screwed on the respective bolts 215
from the inside of the outer panel 215. In this way the
inlet box 20 can be mounted to the car.
[0015] As shown in FIGS. 4 and 6, a positioning pin
216 is fixed on the back side of the flange 21f, at a position
in the rear side of the upper front one of the bolts 215.
As shown in FIG 5, on the back side of the flange 21f, an
auxiliary positioning pin 217 is fixed in the front of the
lower rear one of the bolts 215. The positioning pin 216
and the auxiliary positioning pin 217 are pins for position-
ing the bolt 215 with respect to the bolt holes 2b.
[0016] As shown in FIG 3, a positioning hole 2x and
an auxiliary positioning hole 2y are provided in the edge
2f around the hole 2j of the outer panel 2. The positioning
pin 216 and the auxiliary positioning pin 217 (see FIG 5)
are adapted to be passed through the positioning hole
2x and the auxiliary positioning hole 2y, respectively.
[0017] The positioning pin 216 is formed of such a
length as to be inserted into the positioning hole 2x from
the beginning of inserting the inlet box 20 into the hole
2j. As will be described below, the positioning pin 216 is
curved along the insertion path of the inlet box 20. The
auxiliary positioning pin 217 is inserted into the auxiliary
positioning hole 2y at the end of insertion of the inlet box
20, i.e., just before the bolt 215 on the flange 21f is in-
serted into the bolt holes 2b on the outer panel 2.
[0018] As shown in FIGS. 5 and 7, an engaging claw
220 may be fixed on the rear end of the box body 21.
The engaging claw 220 is a claw which prevents the inlet
box 20 from falling from the outer panel 2 while the flange
21f is set onto the edge 2f of the hole 2j of the outer panel
2 from the outside. Specifically, the engaging claw 220
can engage the edge 2f of the hole 2j of the outer panel
2 from the inside of the outer panel 2. During such en-
gagement, the bolts 215, the positioning pin 216 and the
auxiliary positioning pin 217 of the inlet box 20 reinserted
in the bolt holes 2b, the positioning hole 2x and the aux-
iliary positioning hole 2y of the outer panel 2, respectively.
[0019] As shown in FIGS. 7 and 9, the engaging claw
220 has a claw body 224 and a claw support 222 (see
FIG 9). The claw support 222 is of an arch shape having
a generally U-shaped cross-section. It is open towards
the flange 21f and has a rear wall 222b. The claw body
224 is formed by cutting the rear wall 222b whereby a U-
shaped slit is formed. This construction allows the claw
body 224 to maintain integral construction connection to
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the top of the arch shape.
[0020] As shown in FIG 9, the claw body 224 is capable
of being bent with resin elasticity inwardly and outwardly
in the radial direction of the box body 21. The claw body
224 may be supported in the portion near the top of the
arch shape of the claw support 222. While the inlet box
20 is inserted into the hole 2j in the outer panel 2, the
claw body 224 is deformed in accordance with its elas-
ticity. Deformation can be viewed with reference to the
double-chained line. If forced against its retentive prop-
erties, it rubs across the edge 2f around the hole 2j. On
the distal end of the claw body 224, i.e., the portion far-
thest from the support, an edge 225 is formed in parallel
with the flange 21f. An inner portion of the edge 225 may
be configured to engage the edge 2f of the hole 2j from
the inside of the outer panel 2. As indicated by the double-
chained line in FIG 9, the claw body 224 can be bent
inwardly against its elastic resistance in the radial direc-
tion of the box body 21. Through manual operation one
can detach the edge 225 engaged with the edge 2f.
[0021] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 8, the lid 30 has a disc-
shaped lid body 32 capable of closing the opening 22
while being disposed coaxially with the flange 21f. A gen-
erally U-shaped lever 35 connects the lid body 32 to the
inlet box 20 via a hinge mechanism 40.
[0022] The lid body 32 has an outer diameter set gen-
erally equal to that of the flange 21 f and thus can be
housed within the recess 2k of the outer panel 2. As
shown in FIG 8, the lid body 32 is formed of a front plate
32f and a back plate 32u coupled together. A cover 32c
of the charging connector 50 is formed at the center of
the back plate 32u.
[0023] The lever 35 on the lid 30 is rotatably provided
about the rotation axis of the hinge mechanism 40. The
rotating end of the lever 35 on the lid 30 is connected to
the front end of the rear surface plate 32u of the lid body
32. As shown in FIG. 8, the lever 35 on the lid 30 can be
accommodated in the bulged portion 23 of the inlet box
20.
[0024] The hinge mechanism 40 is one which connects
the lid 30 generally horizontally rotatably to the inlet box
20. As shown in FIG 11, the hinge mechanism 40 has a
hinge pin 41 and a lever 43 provided at the proximal end
of the hinge pin 41. The lever 43 is mounted such that it
does not rotate with respect to the hinge pin 41. As shown
in FIG 4, the hinge mechanism 40 has a coil spring 45
(biasing member) disposed between the bulged portion
23 of the inlet box 20 and the lever 43.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 11, the hinge pin 41 has a pin
body 41u and a cylindrical portion 430. The pin body 41u
has a proximal end integrated to the cylindrical portion
430. The cylindrical portion 430 is provided with a larger-
diameter cylindrical portion 433 located closer to the base
end of the pin body 41u and a smaller-diameter detent
portion 435 located near the distal end.
[0026] As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, an upper bearing
23j and a lower bearing 23k are fixed on the upper wall
and the lower wall, respectively, on the front end of the

bulged portion 23 of the inlet box 20, in the outboard
position. The larger-diameter cylindrical portion 433 of
the hinge pin 41 and the distal end of the pin body 41u
are passed through each of the upper bearing 23j and
the lower bearing 23k.
[0027] The detent portion 435 has a ridge 435t provid-
ed on its outer peripheral surface which extends in the
axial direction. The ridge 435t is configured to have two
side surfaces 435s and 435u (contact surfaces) that are
oriented outwardly in the circumferential direction. As
viewed in a cross-section shown in FIG 12, they each
extend along a radial line R from the rotation center O of
the hinge pin 41. In other words, the ridge 435t has a
generally fan-shaped cross-section.
[0028] As shown in FIG 11, the lever 43 is a generally
gourd-shaped plate with two discs coupled together. One
disc constituting the lever 43 is integrated into the larger-
diameter cylindrical portion 433 of the hinge pin 41.
[0029] The lever 35 of the lid portion 30 has a proximal
end provided with, as shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, a
through hole 35k in which the pin body 41u is fitted, and
a detent hole (hinge hole) 35x in which the detent portion
435 is fitted. The detent hole 35x is provided with a groove
35z in which the ridge 435t is fitted in the axial direction.
[0030] The groove 35z is configured to have two side
surfaces 351 and 352 (contact surface) that face each
other in the circumferential direction. As viewed in cross-
section shown in FIG 12, the two side surfaces 351 and
352 each extend in a radial line R from the rotation center
O of the hinge pin 41. One side surface 351 of the ridge
435t is in contact with one side surface 435s of the groove
35z, and the other side surface 352 of the ridge 435t is
in contact with the other side surface 435u of the groove
35z. In this way, the ridge 435t and the groove 35z have
side surfaces in contact with each other’s side surfaces,
and are thereby engaged together with respect to the
circumferential direction. In particular, the side surfaces
435s and 435u of the ridge 435t and the side surfaces
351 and 352 of the groove 35z are provided perpendic-
ular to the direction of the rotation.
[0031] As shown in FIG. 4 the coil spring 45 (urging
member) is mounted between the lever 43 of the hinge
mechanism 40 and the bulged portion 23 of the inlet box
20. The coil spring 45 is capable of imparting rotational
force (biasing force) to the lid 30 in a direction to fully
open and completely close the opening 22 of the inlet
box 20. Since the hinge pin 41 and the lid 30 has the
detent by fitting of the ridge 435t and groove 35z, the
rotational force by the coil spring 45 is transmitted from
the lever 43 and the detent portion 435 of the hinge pin
41, through the ridge 435t and the groove 35z, then to
the lid 30.
[0032] As shown in FIG 8, during construction of the
assembly, the lever 35 on the lid 30 is first inserted
through the opening 22 into the bulged portion 23 of the
inlet box 20. Next, the through hole 35k and the detent
hole 35x, in the lever 35 of the lid 30, are held coaxially
with the lower bearing 23k and the upper bearing 23j.
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The lower bearing 23k and the upper bearing 23j are
provided on the bulged portion 23 of the inlet box 20.
[0033] The hinge pin 41 is then inserted into the inlet
box 20 from the side of the upper bearing 23j until the
pin body 41u of the hinge pin 41 is fitted in the through
hole 35k in the lever 35 on the lid 30. Preferably, as shown
in FIG. 5, the hinge pin 41 is fitted into the distal end of
the pin body 41u and is held in the lower bearing 23k on
the inlet box 20. As shown in FIG 12, the detent portion
435 of the hinge pin 41 is fitted in the detent hole 35x in
the lever 35 of the lid 30. The ridge 435t on the detent
portion 435 is fitted in the groove 35z in the detent hole
35x. Further, the larger-diameter cylindrical portion 433
of the hinge pin 41 is held in the upper bearing 23j of the
inlet box 20, as shown in FIG 4. The lever 35 of the lid
30 and the hinge pin 41 thus become capable of rotating
in the upper bearing 23j and the lower bearing 23k of the
inlet box 20.
[0034] In order to mount the assembly 10 onto the outer
panel 2, the bulged portion 23 of the inlet box 20 is first
inserted into the hole 2j in the outer panel 2 while the
assembly 10 is kept tilted. Next, as shown in FIG 13, the
distal end of the positioning pin 216 on the flange 21f of
the inlet box 20 is inserted into the positioning hole 2x in
the edge 2f of the hole 2j of the outer panel 2. The posi-
tioning pin 216 enters the positioning hole 2x while the
inlet box 20 goes into the hole 2j in the outer panel 2, as
shown in FIG. 14. During this procedure, the auxiliary
positioning pin 217 on the flange 21f can be inserted into
the auxiliary positioning hole 2y in the outer panel 2 to
allow for positioning the bolts 215 on the flange 21f with
respect to the bolt holes 2b on the outer panel 2. The
bolts 215 on the flange 21f are then inserted into the bolt
holes 2b in the edge 2f of the hole 2j. In this way, the
flange 21f and the lid body 32 of the lid 30 can be ac-
commodated in a circular recess 2k in the outer panel 2
as shown in FIGS. 8 and 15.
[0035] Next, the flange 21f is set on the edge 2f of the
hole 2j of the outer panel 2. During this procedure, the
claw body 224 of the engaging claw 220 on the inlet box
20 passes through the hole 2j. During this procedure, the
claw body 224 tends to rub across the edge of the hole
2j and bend radially inwardly against its own elastic
strength (see the two-dot chain line in FIG 9). When the
claw body 224 of the engaging claw 220 has passed
through the hole 2j, the edge 225 of the claw body 224
springs radially outward due to its elasticity (see the solid
line in FIG. 9) to engage with the edge 2f of the hole 2j
from the inside of the outer panel 2.
[0036] Next, as shown in FIG. 3, the nut N is screwed
from the inside of the outer panel 2 onto each of the bolts
215 on the flange 21f to affix the assembly 10 to the outer
panel 2. The edge 225 of the claw body 224 of the inlet
box 20 engages with the edge 2f of the hole 2j of the
outer panel 2. In this way, even if a force is applied in
such a direction as to push the inlet box 20 outward, the
inlet box 20 will not fall or slip off the outer panel 2.
[0037] As described above, the mounting structure of

the inlet box 20 of a car includes: the outer panel 2 of the
car having the hole 2j; the inlet box 20 inserted in the
hole 2j; the flange 21f provided around the opening 22
of the inlet box 20; and the engaging claw 220 provided
on the outer peripheral surface of the inlet box 20. The
flange 21f is set onto the edge 2f of the hole 2j from the
outside and screwed to the edge 2f of the hole 2j of the
outer panel 2 from the inside. The engaging claw 220
engages with the edge 2f of the hole 2j from the inside
of the outer panel 2 when the flange 21f is set onto the
edge 2f of the hole 2j. The engaging claw 220 is capable
of disengaging from the edge 2f of the hole 2j by a dis-
engagement operation inside the outer panel 2.
[0038] If a force is applied to the inlet box 20 to press
it outwardly, this suppresses the inlet box 20 from falling
or slipping off the outer panel 2 when screwed to the
outer panel 2 to the inlet box 20. This may improve fea-
sibility in attaching the inlet box 20 to the outer panel 2.
The improved feasibility may lead, for example, to an
easier exchange of the inlet box 20.
[0039] In addition, the engaging claw 220 of the inlet
box 20 can be disengaged from the edge 2f of the hole
2j by a disengaging operation inside the outer panel 2.
The engaging claw 220 thus does not prevent removal
of the inlet box 20 when exchanging the inlet box 20 for
another.
[0040] In addition, the mounting structure of the inlet
box 20 is provided with the positioning hole 2x provided
in the edge 2f of the hole 2j of the outer panel 2. It is also
provided with a positioning pin 216 provided on the flange
21f on the inlet box 20. The positioning pin 216 is curved
along its insertion path where the inlet box 20 is to be
inserted into the hole in the outer panel 2. The positioning
pin 216 is inserted into the positioning hole 2x.
[0041] Inserting the positioning pin 216 in the inlet box
20 into the positioning hole 2x in the outer panel 2 allows
an appropriate insertion path along which the inlet box
20 can be inserted into the hole 2j in the outer panel 2.
Therefore, the inlet box 20 is easily set onto the outer
panel 2 even in the situation where the inlet box 20 has
a more complex configuration. In addition, that prevents
scratching the surface of the outer panel 2.
[0042] In addition, the mounting structure of the inlet
box 20 is further provided with the lid 30 to open and
close the opening of the inlet box 20. A hinge mechanism
connects the lid 30 to the inlet box 20. The hinge mech-
anism includes: the detent hole (hinge hole) 35x provided
on the lid 30; the hinge pin 41 inserted into the detent
hole 35x; the ridge 435t and the groove 35z disposed
between the detent hole 35x and the hinge pin 41. The
ridge 435t and the groove 35z are preferably fitted to
each other so as to restrict the relative rotation of the lid
30 and the hinge pin 41; and the coil spring 45 (biasing
member) biasing the hinge pin 41 to hold a lid 30 at a
certain position. The ridge 435t and the groove 35z in-
cludes contact surfaces in contact with each other and
perpendicular to the direction of the rotational force ap-
plied by the coil spring 45.
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[0043] Thus, when a rotational force by the coil spring
45 is transmitted from the hinge pin 41 of the hinge mech-
anism 40 to the lid 30, radial sliding or play does not
occur, i.e. the rotational force is efficiently transmitted
between the side surfaces 351 and 352 of the groove
35z and the side surfaces 435s and 435u of the ridge
435t. Therefore, less wear will be caused in the fitting
portion of the groove 35z and ridge 435t.
[0044] In addition, the mounting structure of the inlet
box 20 may have a charging connector provided in the
inlet box. The charging connector is connected to a power
source connector when charging the battery of the car.
The mounting structure of the inlet box 20 may thus be
applied to automobiles, such as electric vehicles and
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, to achieve the effects
stated above.
[0045] While the embodiments of invention have been
described with reference to specific configurations, it will
be apparent to those skilled in the art that many alterna-
tives, modifications and variations may be made without
departing from the scope of the present invention. Ac-
cordingly, embodiments of the present invention are in-
tended to embrace all such alternatives, modifications
and variations that may fall within the scope of the ap-
pended claims. For example, embodiments of the
present invention should not be limited to the represent-
ative configurations, but may be modified, for example,
as described below.
[0046] Two or more engaging claws 220 may also be
provided, and these engaging claws may be arranged,
for example, along the circumferential direction of the
inlet box 20. There may optionally be provided a plurality
of hinge pin 41 and groove (hinge hole) 35z sets in dif-
ferent embodiments. The inlet box may be not only the
inlet box 20 with a charging connector 50 but also a fuel
inlet box having a fuel supply port.

Claims

1. An inlet box mounting structure of a car, comprising:

an outer panel (2) of a car having a hole (2j);
an inlet box (20) inserted into the hole (2j);
a flange (21f) provided around the opening (22)
of the inlet box (20),
wherein the flange (21f) is set onto an edge (2f)
of the hole from the outside; and
an engaging claw (220) provided on an outer
peripheral surface of the inlet box (20), wherein
the engaging claw (220) engages the edge (2f)
of the hole (2j) of the outer panel (2) from the
inside when the flange (21f) is set on the edge
of the hole (2j), and
wherein the engaging claw (220) is capable of
disengaging from the edge of the hole (2j) by a
disengagement operation of the outer panel (2),
characterized in that said inlet box mounting

structure further comprises:
a positioning hole (2x) provided on the edge of
the hole (2j) of the outer panel (2),
a positioning pin (216) provided in the flange of
the inlet box (20),
wherein the positioning pin (216) is curved along
the insertion path of the inlet box (20) into the
hole (2j) in the outer panel (2), for insertion of
the positioning pin (216) into the positioning hole
(2x); and wherein the flanger is screwed to the
edge of the hole (2j) of the outer panel (2) from
the inside.

2. An inlet box mounting structure of a car according
to claim 1, further comprising:

a lid (30) to open and close an opening of the
inlet box (20), and
a hinge mechanism (40) connecting the lid (30)
to the inlet box (20),
wherein the hinge mechanism comprises:
a hinge hole (35x) provided in the lid (30);
a hinge pin (41) inserted in the hinge hold (35x);
a ridge (435t) and a groove (35z) provided be-
tween the hinge pin (41) and the hinge hole (35x)
and fitted to each other so as to restrict the rel-
ative rotation of the lid (30) and the hinge pin
(41); and
a biasing member (45) biasing the hinge pin (41)
to hold the lid (30) at a certain position;
wherein the ridge (435t) and the groove (35z)
comprise a contact surface between each other
and perpendicular to the direction of the rota-
tional force applied by the biasing member (45).

3. An inlet box mounting structure of a car according
to claim 1 or claim 2,
wherein a charging connector (50) is provided in the
inlet box (20), which is to be connected to a power
source connector when charging the battery of the
car.

Patentansprüche

1. Einlassmuldenkörpermontagestruktur eines Fahr-
zeugs, die aufweist:

eine Außenplatte (2) eines Autos, die ein Loch
(2j) hat,
einen Einlassmuldenkörper (20), der in dem
Loch (2j) eingesetzt ist,
einen Flansch (21f), der um die Öffnung (22)
des Einlassmuldenkörpers (20) bereitgestellt
ist,
wobei der Flansch (21f) von der Außenseite auf
einen Rand (2f) des Lochs gesetzt ist, und
eine Eingriffsklaue (220), die auf einer Außen-
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umfangsfläche des Einlassmuldenkörpers (20)
bereitgestellt ist,
wobei die Eingriffsklaue (220) von der Innensei-
te in Eingriff mit dem Rand (2f) des Lochs (2j)
der Außenplatte (2) ist, wenn der Flansch (21f)
auf den Rand des Lochs (2j) gesetzt ist, und
wobei die Eingriffsklaue (220) imstande ist,
durch eine Lösebetätigung der Außenplatte (2)
von dem Rand des Lochs (2j) gelöst zu werden,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Einlass-
muldenkörpermontagestruktur des Weiteren
aufweist:

ein Positionierloch (2x), das an dem Rand
des Lochs (2j) der Außenplatte (2) bereit-
gestellt ist,
einen Positionierstift (216), der in dem
Flansch des Einlassmuldenkörpers (20) be-
reitgestellt ist,
wobei der Positionierstift (216) entlang dem
Einsetzpfad des Einlassmuldenkörpers
(20) in das Loch (2j) in der Außenplatte (2)
für ein Einsetzen des Positionierstifts (216)
in das Positionierloch (2x) gekrümmt ist,
und
wobei der Flansch von der Innenseite an
dem Rand des Lochs (2j) der Außenplatte
(2) festgeschraubt ist.

2. Einlassmuldenkörpermontagestruktur eines Autos
gemäß Anspruch 1, die des Weiteren aufweist:

einen Deckel (30), um eine Öffnung des Einlass-
muldenkörpers (20) zu öffnen und zu schließen,
und
einen Gelenkmechanismus (40), der den De-
ckel (30) mit dem Einlassmuldenkörper (20) ver-
bindet,
wobei der Gelenkmechanismus aufweist:

ein Gelenkloch (35x), das in dem Deckel
(30) bereitgestellt ist,
einen Gelenkstift (41), der in dem Ge-
lenkloch (35x) eingesetzt ist,
eine Wulst (435t) und eine Nut (35z), die
zwischen dem Gelenkstift (41) und dem Ge-
lenkloch (35x) bereitgestellt sind und anei-
nander angepasst sind, um so die relative
Rotation des Deckels (30) und des Gelenk-
stifts (41) zu beschränken, und
ein Vorspannglied (45), das den Gelenkstift
(41) vorspannt, um den Deckel (30) an einer
bestimmten Position zu halten,
wobei die Wulst (435t) und die Nut (35z)
eine Kontaktfläche zwischen einander und
senkrecht zu der Richtung der Rotations-
kraft, die durch das Vorspannglied (45) aus-
geübt wird, aufweisen.

3. Einlassmuldenkörpermontagestruktur eines Autos
gemäß Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
wobei ein Ladeverbindungselement (50) in dem Ein-
lassmuldenkörper (20) bereitgestellt ist, das mit ei-
nem Stromquellenverbindungselement verbunden
werden soll, wenn die Batterie des Autos geladen
wird.

Revendications

1. Structure de montage de caisson d’entrée d’une voi-
ture comprenant :

un panneau externe (2) d’une voiture ayant un
trou (2j);
un caisson d’entrée (20) insérée dans le trou
(2j) ;
une bride (21f) prévue autour de l’ouverture (22)
du caisson d’entrée (20);
dans laquelle la bride (21 f) est placée sur un
bord (2f) du trou depuis l’extérieur ; et
une griffe de mise en prise (220) prévue sur une
surface périphérique externe du caisson d’en-
trée (20), dans laquelle la griffe de mise en prise
(220) met en prise le bord (2f) du trou (2j) du
panneau externe (2) depuis l’intérieur lorsque la
bride (21f) est placée sur le bord du trou (2j) ; et
dans laquelle la griffe de mise en prise (220)
peut être dégagée du bord du trou (2j) grâce à
une opération de dégagement du panneau ex-
terne (2), caractérisée en ce que ladite struc-
ture de montage de caisson d’entrée comprend
en outre :

un trou de positionnement (2x) prévu sur le
bord du trou (2j) du panneau externe (2) ;
une broche de positionnement (216) prévue
dans la bride du caisson d’entrée (20) ;
dans laquelle la broche de positionnement
(216) est incurvée le long de la trajectoire
d’insertion du caisson d’entrée (20) dans le
trou (2j) dans le panneau externe (2) pour
l’insertion de la broche de positionnement
(216) dans le trou de positionnement (2x) ;
et dans laquelle la bride est vissée sur le
bord du trou (2j) du panneau externe (2) de-
puis l’intérieur.

2. Structure de montage de caisson d’entrée d’une voi-
ture selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

un couvercle (30) pour ouvrir et fermer une
ouverture du caisson d’entrée (20) ; et
un mécanisme de charnière (40) raccordant le
couvercle (30) au caisson d’entrée (20) ;
dans laquelle le mécanisme de charnière
comprend :
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un trou de charnière (35x) prévu dans le
couvercle (30) ;
une broche de charnière (41) insérée dans
le trou de charnière (35x) ;
une crête (435t) et une rainure (35z) pré-
vues entre la broche de charnière (41) et le
trou de charnière (35x) et montées l’une par
rapport à l’autre afin de limiter la rotation
relative du couvercle (30) et de la broche
de charnière (41) ; et
un élément de sollicitation (45) sollicitant la
broche de charnière (41) pour maintenir le
couvercle (30) dans une certaine position ;
dans laquelle la crête (435t) et la rainure
(35z) comprennent une surface de contact
entre elles et sont perpendiculaires à la di-
rection de la force de rotation appliquée par
l’élément de sollicitation (45).

3. Structure de montage de caisson d’entrée d’une voi-
ture selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
dans laquelle un connecteur de chargement (50) est
prévu dans le caisson d’entrée (20) qui doit être rac-
cordé à un connecteur de source de puissance lors
du chargement de la batterie de la voiture.
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